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Making Friends Down Under:
The Beginnings of LDS
Missionary Work on Thursday
Island, Queensland, Australia,
1961

Fred E. Woods

The year 2011 marks the fiftieth anniversary of the beginnings of LDS
missionary work on Thursday Island. On this jubilee occasion, it is fitting to
ask how the message of Mormonism came to this tiny Australian isle and how
American Mormon missionaries adapted to a region far removed from their
culture and homeland. Using journal entries, letters, and interviews from the
first three full-time elders to preach on the island, it is possible to sketch a
portrait of what these young men experienced.
Known also as simply TI, this island in the Torres Strait serves as a commercial and administrative center of the Torres Strait Islands—twenty islands
with about twenty-five thousand inhabitants who mostly make their living
from fishing and the pearl industry.1 TI is twenty-four miles from the north
coast of the Cape York Peninsula in the state of Queensland, Australia. The
island measures about 1.4 square miles and has a population of fewer than
three thousand. TI has been inhabited by Melanesian Torres Strait Islanders
for millennia. They named the island Waiben, meaning “no water,” because of
the scarcity of fresh water supplies.2

Fred E. Woods (fred_woods@byu.edu) is a professor of Church History and Doctrine at
Brigham Young University. He received his BA and MA from Brigham Young University,
and his PhD from the University of Utah. He served as the Richard L. Evans Chair of Religious Understanding from 2005–2010, during which time he sought opportunities to build
bridges with other cultures and faiths.
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The Call
At an LDS missionary conference held in Sydney, Australia, on Christmas
Eve 1960, the call came to open up four new regions for proselytizing where
Latter-day Saint missionaries had never been before.3 Elder Gordon Holt recalled that President Snellen N. Johnson, one of the counselor-assistants to
mission president Weldon V. Moore, waited until the very end of the missionary transfer announcements to assign missionaries to the new areas. Johnson
said, “Elder Sharp and Elder Tuttle, you will go to Darwin. . . . Elder[s] Turley
and Reid, you will go to Lae on the North Coast of New Guinea. Elder[s] Jones
and Okelberry, you will go to Port Moresby on the south side of Papua New
Guinea.” Finally, “Elder Holt, you will take Elder Blacker and go to Thursday
Island in the Torres Strait.” Holt noted, “I was so stunned I just didn’t know
what to do. The tears ran down my cheeks.”4 This announcement also came
as an emotional jolt to Elder Gary Blacker, who wrote in his journal that day
that the words of the call “shook me in my seat. . . . I even broke down. I have
dreamed of going there ever since word was out that it was part of the mission.
No other thing could have been given me that I wanted more.”5
The Journey and the First Days on TI
The day before his departure for TI, Holt wrote of the responsibility he
felt in being one of the first two elders to take the message of Mormonism
to the inhabitants of the island: “I am truly terrified in going up there for I
know that so much is expected. This is so much responsibility and if we were
to handle it incorrectly we will have to answer for so much.”6 The next day,
January 18, 1961, the elders commenced their weeklong journey with a series
of flights, including stops at Brisbane, Cairns, and Cooktown. Yet flight connections and radio and engine problems led to delays. Holt, a licensed pilot
before his mission, remembered that during part of the trip into northern Australia, the elders traveled aboard a cargo plane. Holt explained, “It was an old
DC-3, and they only had one pilot, and I don’t even recall there being a door
between the cargo and going up to the pilot’s seat . . . I talked to him, told him
I was a pilot, and so he allowed me to sit in the co-pilot’s seat. On the trip up,
we actually had some engine trouble.”7 Holt also wrote, “The last leg of the
flying, . . . our poor sick plane went down in the jungle on an uninhabited air
strip [sic] and we were there in that hot old place for about five hours before
some one [sic] came along who could help us. . . . There were ant beds on the
end of the field 12 feet high.”8 However, the missionaries eventually made
their way safely to their destination with a final two-mile boat trip from Horn
Island to TI. There the elders found themselves over two thousand miles from
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mission headquarters with no one to welcome them because their travel had
been delayed.
A taxi driver took the missionaries to meet Flo Savage, one of the only
Latter-day Saints on the island, whom they had met when she was baptized
at the Christmas conference.9 Apparently she had asked the mission president
to send missionaries to TI.10 Savage soon arranged for the elders to stay at the
Torres Strait Hotel. A single mother of two, Savage sold goods in a kiosk at
the local hospital. The elders soon learned that many people congregated for
food and conversation at this kiosk—a great launching pad for missionary
work.11
The elders’ arrival and need for room and board were soon announced in
the local newspaper, the Torres News: “Elder Gary Blacker and Elder Gordon
Holt of the church of Latter-day Saints arrived to spend a few months on T. I.
Both are interested in securing board and lodging with a private family.”12
On January 26, 1961, the day after their arrival, the elders decided to
climb to the uppermost spot on the island, known as Milman Hill, to dedicate
TI for the preaching of the gospel. Although their destination was only 341
feet above sea level,13 Blacker struggled to reach the top:
Up at 5:30 A.M. This is the morning we had decided to go up to the tallest hill &
dedicate the island to the Lord. We left before 6 A.M. & it was still dark. . . . I never
felt the power of Satan so strong as I did that morning. When we finally got to the top
I was so sick I had to sit down. We waited til the sun shone thru about 7 A.M. then
we both offered a prayer to set the island & the people apart. After the prayer I had a
peaceful feeling come over me. The sickness had gone completely. We left the hill &
were really happy.14

Bonding with Each Other and the Islanders
Such happiness continued through the three months during which these
two elders served together. Their love and admiration for each other are evidenced in both of their private writings. For example, soon after Holt heard
that he would be serving with Blacker, he wrote home to his family, explaining, “My new companion is one of the mightiest Elders in the Mission. . . . He
is really a mighty man.” Holt also told his parents that he and his companion
had been “picked to go into the Island for our testimonies.”15 However, neither
of the elders had any experience cutting hair, and their friendship was soon
tried when they each served as the other’s barber. Blacker remembered, “We
cut each other’s hair and Elder Holt wore a hat for three straight weeks after
I got through with him . . . because I butchered him badly. . . . We were not
barbers and . . . we certainly didn’t have someone to go to, to cut our hair. . . . I
think it was the last time that we ever cut each other’s hair.”16 Holt also could
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not resist relating this hilarious event to his family. With a touch of humor, he
explained:
Since two days ago[,] my companion and I hate each other. We cut each other[’]
s hair. . . . I though[t] I did a good job on him, but he really butchered me. One side
looks good, but the other is minus a side burn [sic]. He forgot to shave it off. And the
back is nice and neat, but . . . he hasn’t learned to taper it yet. It’ll be alright unless
he finds two mirrors so he can see what I did to the back of his. It looks kind of like a
terrace farm. He has promised to improve[,] so we are back on good terms.17

Holt and Blacker were also on good terms with the native islanders from
the moment they docked on TI. Just three days after arriving, Holt recorded
how the elders had quickly formed friendships with the islanders: “We have
been accepted by what you would call the eleit [elite] of the Polynesian group.
They really have accepted us. . . . Most of the day we just spend going around
meeting people. Everywhere we go the people go out of their way to follow
us and talk to us. They will just do anything for us.”18 The elders also quickly
met a number of influential people, including a woman named G. Moloney,
editor for the Torres News, an acquaintance that would later prove advantageous to the missionaries’ image. By the end of the month, articles had already
been written about the elders’ arrival.19 Just a few days after landing on TI, the
elders went to watch the best tennis play on the island but noticed a touch of
segregation with the whites seated in the upper levels and the blacks on the
main level.20 At about this same time, Savage explained to the elders that “our
first big problem was to get accepted socially with the people on the island.”
As he had outlined things, “There are several different groups, . . . Polynesian,
Mel[a]nesian, White leaders in Government and School teaching [teachers]
and so on.”21
Holt was filled with righteous indignation at the inequality he was not
accustomed to. Privately he recorded, “There are some very strict Island customs . . . here which don’t agree with the Gospel. . . . The main issue was
equality of people. The natives on the island have color bars among themselves and also a cast[e] system.”22 Holt also explained that once the missionaries arrived on TI, he and Blacker “set out to show these people there is
a better way. We could put our arm around a polynesian boy and be friends
and five minutes later have a milian [Melanesian] child in our arms, and later
be playing with some okenawaians [Okinawan’s] children. There [sic] all the
same to us.”23
Throughout their ministry, the elders had ample opportunities to exemplify the teachings of Jesus to and connect with various cultures and people of
all ages. One of these chances arose soon after the missionaries arrived on TI.
On their way home, they decided to walk down to the pier, where they met a
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group of native girls fishing from the bank and native men spear fishing. The
elders introduced themselves and connected quickly with the mixed crowd.
Holt remembered, “Pretty soon we were singing and dancing and the whole
group was really carrying on.”24
This positive first encounter opened up the door for preaching the gospel.
Holt further related, “The following evening they said they would like to have
a party for us and invited us to one of their places. . . . We had a tremendous
evening. We showed slides of the Church and got them all very interested.”25
Such slides included pictures of a number of LDS temples, Joseph Smith,
and Utah.26 The elders invited their potential investigators to church, and a
humorous incident took place at their first meeting. Holt recalled, “We didn’t
have any sacrament trays, so I decided to see if I could make some. . . . I got
a couple pieces of wood and drilled out the holes, got some little glasses, and
then I shellacked the boards, . . . so when I put the cups in, they glued in there,
and we couldn’t get them out.”27
Even with this good start, the elders had to adjust to TI customs. For
example, during the first week of proselytizing in this new environment, Savage arranged for the elders to teach her uncle Toa and his wife. However, Toa
would not consent to be taught the discussions until his older brother Tom
(Savage’s father) gave Toa permission to do so. Blacker noted, “We are going
to have a little problem with island customs. . . . Island custom is [that the]
eldest leads the family. Flo also warned us on the morals of the island. Elder
Holt made a little blunder by asking, ‘Whose child is that?’” The elders soon
discovered that “the people are bashful & don’t like to speak up,” adding another dynamic to the missionaries’ ministry.28
As Blacker completed his portion of teaching at the first cottage meeting
with the Tom Savage family,29 the elders were told, “We are of the family Savage and we are Church of England, but we do not follow that God. Our God
is a Man, not as they teach, a spirit. We get this from our forefathers’ legends.
We know what you teach is right. We must discuss this with the rest of the
family before we make any commitments.” Elated, Holt wrote to his father,
“The island is just opening up to us. We see it on every side night and day.”30
Holt’s letters home also show that the missionaries were able to attract
some of the islanders to the LDS worship services. During the first church
meeting the elders held in early February 1961, Holt recorded that four people
came: “Our enthusiasm was an inch high all day, but [there will] be a lot more
out this time[,] we hope.”31 A week later, church attendance improved: “There
were 13 there today counting us. We were just so happy. The Lord is really
opening up the way.”32 Another letter the following week noted, “Last week 7
investigators were to church and we thought that was great.”33 An early March
letter stated, “Sunday we held Church and had 10 out plus us, . . . better in-
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vestigators than the previous week. We both gave Sunday School classes and
gave the lessons in them.”34 Five days later, Holt wrote, “Sunday we had 20
out to church, plus us. We really felt good. I had 11 in my class & Elder ‘B’
had 9. It sure was fun teaching again. My class is 15 years old & on down.”35
Building Bridges with Basketball
Less than a week after the elders came to TI, the Torres News announced
that the missionaries were “extremely interested in basket ball [sic] [and] they
are keen to start.”36 This athletic tool immensely aided the elders as the islanders continued to open up like a spring flower. The missionaries quickly recognized a great prospect for gaining more extensive influence among the island’s
youth by teaching basketball. On February 11, 1961, Holt wrote, “They are
about to start basketball on the island, and maybe we can snow them with
a bit of tricks for a few times and talk them into letting us coach the teams.
That would give us a good in with the young boys and girls. I hope we will
be able to get the opportunity.”37 Five days later, he added, “The other day we
got a basketball from Sydney in the mail so we have got another tool we can
use now to meet the younger men of the island. . . . Hope everything works
out. All I know about the game is how to keep score, but Elder Blacker[,] my
companion[,] played college ball back home.”38
Two weeks later, March 3, 1961, the opportunity came: “We were asked
to coach two basketball teams. This was indeed a big break. . . . I watched
and Elder Blacker coached. There is a boys and girls team about our same
age. . . . They really ate up the stuff. Then that evening Elder Blacker and I
joined in there [their] team and had a game with another team of the island. It
was really quite a breeze. They aren’t on to some of the Yankee tricks, so we
had a few on them.”39 Yet the elders were not used to playing on the island
courts. Holt explained, “Both of us came home bleeding and licking our sores.
The baskets are different, and both Elder B and I went in for lay ups [sic] and
they pealed [peeled] us off the backboard. The pole comes right down under
the basket and every time we went in to tip or rebound we ran smack into the
bloomin[g] thing.”40
A week and a half later, Blacker recorded in detail the makeup of the
teams:
We have 9 on each team. For the Ladies, Sema Majid; Maisie [May], Palsie &
JoAnna Tatipata, Pam Millars, Bernice Hedgelong, Priscilla Loban, Alice Loban &
Joyce Dubbins. The men’s team is composed of Elder Holt & myself, Richie Majid,
John Turner, Connie Mye. Hasson Bin Tahl [Hassan Bin-Tahl], Kevin Awang, Nasser
Ahboo & Blair Meldrum. At the meeting it was decided that I was Captain—Coach,
& Blair Meldrum, Sec. [Secretary], & Pam Millars as Treas[urer]. Richie & Sema Majid were elected committee members. So that’s our organization. Our colors are red,
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white & blue & our name is the ‘Saints’—no pressure just tact. The men will order
their uniforms from Cairns this week & the women are trying to make theirs. They
will really be sharp when they all get finished.41

Because Blacker also wanted the team to look sharp in their play, he
earned the reputation of being a somewhat demanding coach. He recalled:
Sometimes they thought Elder Blacker, Coach Blacker, was a little bit rough on them,
just a little bit tough. . . . I knew as we coached them that the talent level was not there,
so we would have to do basic fundamentals, so I’d have them run, run, run. I just said
one thing: you’ll be in shape. You may not score too many points, you may not make
too many correct passes, but you’re not going to get tired. So we ran them and ran
them if they made a mistake. . . . I remember that besides laps, we would do jumping
jacks; we would do jumping rope to get legs stronger.42

Joyce Dubbins, who played on the select women’s team, remembered,
“He was a real mean coach. If you messed up, he would make you run laps up
the stairs and back. When we wanted to sit down[,] we weren’t allowed to; [h]
e was a real tough coach. The practices were in the evenings and afternoons at
about 4 or 5 o’clock. We practiced on the tennis courts.”43
However, the hard work paid off, and the basketball teams Blacker
coached proved to be successful:
Our Saints club is going real good now. We have about 18 members of boys and
girls. Most of them are in their early twenties. The girls have their uniforms now and
really look sharp in those Red, White, and blue uniforms. At the last game they came
on the field with the record playing When the Saints [C]ome [M]arching [I]n. The
Mormon Yankeys [sic] wore a real bright Gold and Green uniform. It was those realy
[sic] silky kind and they hadn’t seen them before and they realy [sic] hooted when we
first came on the field. We won the game against [the] thursday island boys 72–30.
The Local newspaper is about 8 pages long and after the . . . Basketball Game . . . we
pulled down about a four page spread.44

This particular Mormon Yankees team was formed solely for an exhibition game on TI and included two teammates who were new to TI. Two
additional missionaries, Elder Reid Goldsberry and Elder Wayne S. Peterson, had come up from Sydney for the game scheduled for March 30, which
was advertised in the Torres News just over a week before. An article titled
“AMERICAN BASKETBALLERS” explained, “Two more Mormon missionaries are coming for a short visit. They are President Goldsberry and Elder
Peterson from Sydney. They hope to play with local Missionaries and play a
Rep. [representative] team from the Assoc[iation].” In addition, the article
noted that Goldsberry had been the coach of the New South Wales Mormon
Yankees team, while Blacker had played for and coached the Mormon Yankees in Queensland.45
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Gary Blacker, Gordon Holt, and James Lundahl—the first LDS missionaries to serve on
Thursday Island, April 1961. Photograph courtesy James Lundahl.

After the game, although the final score was not reported in the Torres
News, the paper did mention that the Mormon Yankees were “vastly superior
in every department of the game.” Still, the article noted, “All T.I. boys did
well, [yet] Blacker and Goldsberry were the best and we are indeed fortunate
to have Blacker here acting as a coach to the teams and also willing in [the]
future to coach our Rep. team.”46
With this increase of visibility and success, the basketball teams coached
by Blacker encountered some opposition. On April 12, Holt wrote to his parents about the highs and lows the players faced: “The little saints club is going real well. [Yet] the old Catholic father and the Church of England father
really terrorized the members of our club last week. Those timid little bears
just banded together and told them to Hang it in their ear. . . . On the other
hand a lot we had as friends, but weren’t so close [to,] have been terrorized
and we rarely see them any more [sic].”47 A week later Holt further related,
“The Catholic and Church of England Fathers gave us another blast. Also the
Jehovah[’s] Witness and the Pent[e]costal. Well[,] the last two mobs received
an ear trimming. Both came over to the flat and we taught them a bit of respect. Our poor investigators have really been getting the persecution.”48
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Elder James Lundahl, who replaced Holt49 as Blacker’s companion on
April 20, 1961, also noted that there were opportunities to teach the Latter-day
Saint health code as a result of playing basketball:
The Word of Wisdom would come up . . . as we were playing basketball and they
were getting tired and they just kept playing and kept working, [and] it would come
up there, when we’d go to these parties. At first, they would come up and say, “Would
you like a drink?” And we’d explain, “No, we don’t [drink alcohol].” And then we’d
explain to them about the Word of Wisdom and after that, after a period of time, they
didn’t ask us anymore; they respected it.50

Lundahl remembered that the islanders “always seemed to have a lot of parties, and we were always invited to those parties, and we ate very well. . . . They
were always very friendly to us . . . with the basketball team. . . . They were
just very supportive and very nice.”51 Lundahl also recalled the charge from
his mission president when Lundahl was sent to Thursday Island:
I was told by President Moore, “Your main purpose is to go there and just make
friends with the people. Members have never been there; we just want you to make
friends with them.” And through basketball, the Church was able to do that because
they all knew that these were the Mormons, helping their kids play basketball, and
they hadn’t played very much before, and so . . . I think that was good, and I think that
helping them improve their tennis skills, going to all their parties at night, it got to the
point where they couldn’t have a party unless they invited the elders.52

Not only did the elders attend the parties, but Blacker livened things up
at several town social events with his impressive piano abilities. For example,
in the spring of 1961, the Torres News reported a Saturday night party at the
Grand Hotel on TI and noted, “Elder Blacker’s long stand at the keys was
much appreciated by all—cool man cool.”53 Two weeks later, the News recalled another public event at the town hall for the National Heart campaign.
Among other events, Blacker and an electric guitarist (Richard Majid) performed.54 The following week, Blacker played at a dance at the TI town hall
and with another musician “rendered a hot number.”55
The Cairns Basketball Tournament
Publicity continued to sizzle as plans were made for TI to participate in
the annual basketball tournament in Cairns. Blacker recalled that he did a lot
of coaching for many youth and selected top competitive teams with players
ranging in age from sixteen to twenty-five.56 After working hard to develop
the skills of the youth and to get them in top shape, Blacker arranged for them
to travel to the mainland of Australia to compete in the three-day tournament,
held June 10–12 during the Queen’s birthday weekend.57
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James Lundahl and Gary Blacker with Thursday Island’s women’s Wongais basketball
team, 1961. Photograph courtesy Gary Blacker.

Members of Thursday Island’s men’s Wongais “A” and “B” basketball teams, 1961.
Photograph courtesy Di Potter.
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This was the first time TI had ever competed in the tournament, so it was a
time of much excitement for the islanders. Just the trip to the mainland created
a great deal of anxiety, as five of the eight members of the women’s team had
never flown before. Speaking of the scene before the flight’s departure, one
editorial described this team as “eight apprehensive, nervous and excitable
females.”58 Blacker also noted that this event was surely the most significant
thing that had ever happened in the players’ young lives, and the community
rallied to support the teams. While the young women made their own skirts
as part of their uniforms, other people had “bake sales” to support the teams,
which both placed second in their divisions at Cairns.59
Lundahl, commenting on the festivities in the TI community to raise funds
for the Cairns tournament, observed:
They made this cake and it was kind of on a wheel and if you spin the wheel, depends
on how much you paid for the cake. So that, you’d spin the wheel and if you get to buy
the cake and if [it] landed on a 3, you paid 3 dollars; if it landed on a 10, you’d pay 10
dollars. . . . They just wanted to give their kids that opportunity to go and say that they
had gone to a basketball tournament in Cairns. . . . Some of the kids had never been
off Thursday Island. [This] built a good name for the Church.60

May Dewis, the only convert during Blacker’s time on TI, recalled:
When we had the fundraising, they put on a show and everybody was thrilled over
it. They raised money by putting on a Basketball Carnival Fundraiser. We ran dances
and sold cake wheels. We would sell a ticket to you and run a raffle. I have never
seen a community support a team like TI. The Torres Strait people supported our
teams. There were about 3,000 people on the island that could contribute because of
the administrative centers, but many would also come over with the lugger boats and
participate in the activities on the island.61

John Turner, one of the men who played in the Cairns tournament with
Blacker, remembered:
The tournament was A-grade. We had teams from Cairns, Townsville, Mareeba,
Papua New Guinea. At this time the Townsville team was virtually made up of allQueensland players. Of course, we were just scrubbers. I will say that the standard
of basketball from the time I started playing here[,] . . . Elder Blacker took that a step
higher. We went from playing zone defense to playing man-to-man, with different
moves and things like that. That was the start of our climb. By the time we got to
Cairns, the ladies ended up [playing] the final against Cairns, and they went down by
one point. They had a chance to win. They were one point behind. Loretta Tetapetta
[Tatipata] took a shot at the goal from just outside the keyway. It rolled around and
round the ring and then dropped out. Of course, they went down by one.
We played against Townsville in the Final (the T.I. men’s team) and I think went
down by five points in the end. We played in an outdoor court. There were two or
three thousand people there. When we went onto the court, the Townsville team came
on with their Queensland track-suits. And we’re going on. . . . Elder Blacker had an
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old track-suit coat from his college days. Here we are with old [different] track suits.
We’re just the blokes from Thursday Island—the Wongais. We had to play a total of
nine games. We got there on a Saturday. We virtually got there and went straight on
the court. We then played every game (because we didn’t play on a Sunday)—Saturday we played mid-day through until midnight. Elder Blacker had to come off there in
the final because it was so hot—but only was off for a very short time.62

Hassan Bin-Tahl, a young Muslim player on the men’s team,63 noted, “I
believe that Gary [Blacker] brought American basketball that nobody knew
and nobody ever saw; it was exciting to watch. So in fact, we were representing an American style of basketball in an Australian competition, the only
team with an American coach.” Bin-Tahl also related that the sun got the best
of Blacker. “He actually collapsed on the court; he got knocked down so he
had to leave the court. Since they couldn’t play on Sunday, they would have to
double up games on the next day when the other teams were fresh.”64
Loretta Tatipata, who played on the women’s Wongais, remembered that
the crowd at the Cairns tournament was surprised by the athletic abilities of
the TI players: “We were very popular in the tournament. In the crowd there
was standing room only when we were playing, but it was outside so people
could prop themselves up, and even though there was standing room only,
we packed about 200 people into each game.”65 Tatipata’s teammate Priscilla
Loban recalled, “We were a little dot on the map that came down and made
a statement because no one knew that we even played basketball. To have a
couple of teams come down, and no one expected TI to be competitive. We
never played basketball and never had participated in a competition. In fact,
many people didn’t know where TI even was.”66
An editorial for the Torres News reported the fate of the women’s Wongais at the tournament and paid grateful tribute to Blacker on behalf of the
Thursday Island Basketball Association. Blacker was thanked “for the time,
thought and energy . . . given in making Basketball on T.I. the great game it
is today.” Further, the editorialist noted, “I could go on for quite some time
listing the various ways he has helped T.I. but time and space [are] not permitted. All I can say is basketball[-wise] and social-wise, he will leave a big
gap that will be hard to fill and if everyone knows where where [sic] are some
ripe WONGAIS, would they please give him one to ensure his return to this
island.”67
Soon after the Cairns tournament, Blacker’s mission came to a close. Just
before he left TI, the Torres News announced that a special dance would be
held “in honour of Elder Gary Blacker who will be leaving for home. . . . Everyone is cordially invited to attend and pay their respects to Elder Blacker for
all he has done here on the Island. . . . Let’s all attend and make this a night
that Elder Blacker will always remember.”68 After his departure, the News
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reported, “A large crowd attended the farewell and dance in honour of Elder
Blacker held last week.” He had been presented with such gifts as a traveling
rug and bag and a clock. The “next day the wharf was crowded with basketballers to bid farewell to Elder Blacker[,] who left for America.”69
Dewis also reflected on what took place when this fair-haired elder left
TI:
We had a social at the town hall; the president of the basketball association congratulated Gary and presented him with a certificate because it was the first time a
team from TI traveled to Cairns for a tournament. When Gary left, the wharf was just
packed when he went. People were on the wharf and back onto the road. There was
the undertaker, Bernie Clark, with a big gift of shells. . . . Everybody put Lays [leis]
on his neck. Even those that didn’t play basketball came down . . . and wanted to see.
The school kids came down and said goodbye to him.70

Conclusion
Blacker and his companions put TI basketball on the map in Queensland,
Australia, and also brought the gospel to this little island. When he left TI after
laboring there for over five months, he and his companions had made a significant impact on the islanders. Gone, but not soon forgotten, Blacker maintained contact with his TI friends and even returned with his wife, Karma, in
1987 to visit the people he loved. And now, even though it has been fifty years
since they first set foot on TI, neither Blacker nor his companions have forgotten its loving people. Memories of singing, playing, loving, and laughing still
ring in the hearts of those first missionaries, who helped unite diverse cultures
and who brought salvation to this isle of the sea.
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